Minutes of the Meeting Trial
Nordic Meeting 2009, Quality Airport Hotel Arlanda, 3-4.10.2009
Magnus Liljeblad
Lasse Nyberg
Anders Minken

Chairman
Secretary
Delegates

SVEMO
SVEMO
NMF/FIM/UEM

Welcome
Secretary Lasse Nyberg welcomes everyone to the meeting.
Election of chairman
Magnus Liljeblad was elected Chairman of the meeting.
Approval of the agenda
The agenda was approved.
1.

Round table, short status report from all countries
Norway – 7 National events, 1106 licensed riders.
10 competitors in EC and 10 competitors in WC, Trial increases.
Sweden – 7 National events, 1 FIM event, 211 licensed riders.
3 competitors in EC and 4 competitors in WC, Trial is stable.
Finland – 13 national events, 96 licensed riders.
2 competitors in EC and 4 competitors in WC.
No report regarding growth in discipline.
Denmark – hasn´t reported anything at all.

2.

Going trough and harmonizing of the rules for Nordic meetings
A correct translation of the rules has to be done by a professional translator.
Each country having a competing team is obligated to enter one jury member which
cant be a part of the team. The jury president has to at a minimum have national
jury license.

3.

Minutes from previous meeting in Norway 2008
Nothing to remark.

4.

Nordic Championship 2010
The long term schedule contains errors and needs to be corrected as follows:
2010 – NMF
2011 – SVEMO
2012 - SML
Norway will arrange the Nordic Championship the 13-15th of August 2010.
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5.

Proposals and subjects received from the Nordic Federations
5.1 Nordic Championships in Trial (SVEMO)
The Nordic Championship should be held as much like other international events
as possible. Changes in the Nordic rules are:
- Jury members should be appointed together with the entry of the teams.
- Colour of gates:
Red - Expert
Blue - Junior
Pink - Women
Green - Veteran
- The official team, ladies, junior, and senior is starting last
- The official teams has priority in the sections
- There are only one official team from each country in each class
- The team event should consist of two laps with 12 sections within 5 hours and 30
minutes
- The individual Nordic Championship should consist of three laps with 12 sections
for Expert, Junior and Women, other classes should consist of two laps with
maximum 12 sections.
- The event is going to take part over three days.
Time schedule for Nordic Championship
Friday:
Jury checking the sections 12:00-14:00
Riders checking the sections 14:00-17:00
Administrative and technical control 17:00-19:30
Jury meeting 20:00
Saturday:
Last start 11:00.
Jury meeting after pricegiving.
Sunday:
Last start 10:00.
Jury meeting after pricegiving.
Hopefully this will increase the status of the event and prepare young riders for
start in international events whereas they will be arranged in a similar way.

6.

Miscellaneous
6.1 FIM Ladies camp
The camp will be held at Kinna the 10-11th of October with participants as follows:
- Sweden – 10 girls, some from Motocross and Enduro.
- Norway – 4 girls.
Fredrik Johansson, Andreas Karlsson and Henrik Lettesjö will be instructors.
A seminar for parents about train their daughters better will be held by Anders
Minken.
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6.2 FIM seminar
Norway will arrange a CTR seminar at Rica Hotel Gardemoen the 13-14th of March
2010.
6.3 Nordic cooperation
There should be appointed a coordinator for the riders of Nordic countries that can
manage and coordinate jury delegate work, joint travels with drivers from the
different countries and so on to create a better Nordic impact in UEM and FIM
events. Regarding economy this could be a way to cut expenses by sending one joint
delegate instead of sending people from each country.
7.

Closing of the meeting
Magnus Liljeblad closed the meeting.

Magnus Liljeblad
Chairman of the meeting

Lasse Nyberg
Secretary of the meeting
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